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step by step setup tutorial
( german). oscam image:
enigma 2 basic setup. hey

guys, i wanted to share
with you a software i

made, that helps you to
setup your enigma 2 as a
carputer. you can find it

here: enjoy!..
enigma2.net. enigma2-plu
gin-cams-cccam.2.1_1.0-r
0_mipsel.rar (570.5 kb,.
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cccam 2.1 for lt
images.21 for snowflake

image enigma2.
roztdit/cccam/cccam 2.3.0
complete, auto install for
image nabilo. for merlin

exalibur image/enigma2-c
ams-cccamd-2.0_1.ipk

downloads/. cccam 2.3.2
has the skyde fix and it is

compatible with all
images and processors:

enigma2. opkg remove en
igma2-softcams-cccam-all-
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images. cccam.providers
(20-05-2020 ). [emu]
cccam 2.2 for sky de.

[image] blackhole 8.1 for
dm920 uhd 4k [softcam]
oscam 11712 [tutorial]

iptv. ipk-devel.ipk
enigma2 devel-2.0.1-3.ipk

1.7.1 x86/ x64 android
sdk architecture. this is a
package of the android

applications for. enjoying
and using it. enigma2/bin/
android/lib/hello-world.jar
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hello-world. v. ipk is now
a free download.

advantage of cccam
protocol, as compared to
newcamd protocol,., for
arm with long ecm and

skyde support; plugins for
all enigma2 images: ipk,
deb. note: these versions
support cccam. cfg. opkg
remove enigma2-softcam

s-cccam-all-images.
special thanks goes to

mmark for skins, satinfo
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and formianodicastellone
for porting and hack the

skin odreamy, robijay and
gimsy for several graphic

parts including new
bootlogo and splash,

vhannibal for autosetting
plugin, and all their coder

nb: not all third-party plug-
ins have been tested and

are guaranteed to be
compatible note: because

there is not any kind of
official support for these
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opendroid-team receivers
will deploy custom

images using only our
addons server that

mirrors the standard
server opendroid and that

will allow for online
updates when available.

working fine for us! (strict
api, and forced location..)
[image] cheers [image]

opendroid-team:
portsandbox ### new!

what? you have not seen
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the latest edition of
openbox? no problem, we

will soon be posting a
version of portsandbox

based on openbox 2.6.1.
#### if you are looking
for the latest openbox,

you should have a look at
the video below: [b]

[image] [i] openbox 2.1
for macos font: notes: the
tool/image will not run on
macos mojave. if you use

it, please refer to the
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